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Goals

• 1.  Understand theories of narrative text
comprehension.
– Construction-Integration
– Structure Building
– Event Indexing

• 2. Understand coherence and the processes that 
establish and maintain it.
– Including inference generation

• 3.  Review recent advances in neuro-imaging 
investigations of discourse processing.



Discourse

• Discourse happens when more than one 
sentence go together.

• Discourse processing calls on:
– Referential processes.
– Cohesion or coherence establishing processes.

• The goal of discourse processing is to build a 
representation of the situation that the text 
describes.
– Building a representation of the text itself is an 

intermediate stage on the way to the ultimate goal.



Construction-Integration Model
(Kintsch)

• A production system builds a discourse 
representation in cycles.
• Each cycle has a construction and an integration phase.

• The system builds three related 
representations:
– Surface form
– Text base
– Situation model



Construction Integration

• Construction Phase:
– Build surface form representation.
– Extract propositions.
– Automatically activate knowledge based on 

association with individual words and 
propositions.

• Integration Phase:
– Link propositions to each other, and to preceding 

material.



Construction Integration

• Propositions:
– A verb and its arguments.

– The smallest unit of language that can be assigned 
a truth value.



Construction Integration

• Propositions are psychologically real.
– Cued recall.
– Free association.
– Reaction time (priming).

In all cases, proposition-membership, rather than 
verbatim form, drives behavior.

The geese crossed the horizon as the wind shuffled the 
clouds.



Construction Integration
• Mini Stories

John traveled by car from the bridge to the house 
on the hill.  A train passed under the bridge.

Travel
agent:  John source:  bridge
instrument:  car goal:  house

modifier:  on hill



Construction Integration
• Integration
– P1:  travel [John, car, bridge, house(on hill)]
– P2:  pass [train, bridge, under]

Argument overlap allows one proposition to connect 
to another.

The two propositions must be activated in working 
memory.

If there is no overlap between activated 
propositions, reinstatement search may be used 
to find a good match in the preceding discourse.



Construction Integration

• Situation Models:  A representation of what 
the text is about.
– A kind of mental simulation.
– The mental model combines verbatim information 

from the text and general world knowledge.
– When general world knowledge is absent, the 

representation of the text can be incoherent.



Construction Integration
• Inferences “fill out” the situation model.
• E.g., bridging inferences

Mary unpacked some picnic supplies.  The beer was 
warm.

Vs.

Mary unpacked some beer.  The beer was warm.

(Haviland & Clark, 1974)



Construction Integration
• Propositions, Situation Models persist; 

verbatim (surface) form does not.  (Barclay et al., 
1972; Johnson et al., 1973; Rinck et al., 2001)



Construction Integration

Situation models are
more memorable
than propositions; 
propositions are 
more memorable 
than verbatim form.  
(Chrysler & Fletcher, 1990; 
Kintsch et al., 1990)



Structure Building Framework
(Gernsbacher)

• General cognitive processes are used to 
understand different kinds of discourse.
e.g., written narratives and picture stories

• Laying a foundation:  use first-arriving 
information to start representing the story.

• Mapping:  connect new information to old 
information.

• Shifting:  stop building the current
structure; begin building a new one.



Structure Building

• Discourse representations are built out of 
memory nodes.
– Activated memory nodes send signals.
– Signals lead to enhancement or suppression of 

other memory nodes.



Structure Building

• Evidence for the foundation
– Words arriving first take longer to process than 

words arriving later. (Aaronson & Scarborough, 1976)

– Sentences arriving first take longer to process. 
(Cirilo & Foss, 1980)

– Pictures arriving first take longer for process.  
(Gernsbacher, 1996)

– Information arriving first enjoys advantage of first 
mention in memory.  (Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988; 
Gernsbacher et al., 1989)



Structure Building
• Evidence for mapping and shifting
– Topic shifts cause processing to slow down. (Mandler & 

Goodman, 1982)

– Information arriving before a topic shift becomes less 
accessible. (Caplan, 1972)

Now that artists are working fewer hours, oil prints are rare.[Probe Point]
Now that artists are working in oil, prints are rare.[Probe Point]

– Lower verbal IQ correlates with greater loss of 
recently-comprehended information – possibly 
because of greater shifting.  (Gernsbacher et al., 1990)



Structure Building

• Evidence for enhancement
– Contextually inappropriate information is 

frequently activated during discourse 
comprehension.

The teacher has a lot of patience. 

activates the concept hospital.  (Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991)



Structure Building

• Evidence for suppression:
– Suppression is a strategic process (Neely, 1977; Wiley et 

al., 2001).

– It’s purpose is to clean up messy representations.
– People with low verbal SAT scores are less likely to 

suppress activated, but irrelevant meanings.  
(Gernsbacher et al., 1990)
• They are slow to reject “ACE” in the context:

The gardener dug with the spade.



Structure Building

• Differences between enhancement and 
suppression:
– Enhancement is fast and automatic.
• And consistent across a range of comprehension abilities.

– Suppression is slow and strategic.
• And variable across a range of comprehension abilities.



Event Indexing Model
(Zwaan)

• The goal of comprehension is:
– To understand the goals and actions of 

protagonists and events that unfold in the real 
world or some fictional world.”

• Comprehenders keep track of 5 core aspects 
of stories:
– Time
– Protagonists
– Causation
– Space
– Motivation



Event Indexing

• Story structure can create associations (Zwaan et 

al., 1995).  E.g., The Czar and His Daughters 
clustering task.

– Subjects sort verbs according to event-indexing 
dimensions.



Event Indexing

Brain response to chronological (green) vs. emotional (yellow & red) information.  
(Ferstl et al. 2005)



Event Indexing

• Modeling Space:
– Inconsistent spatial descriptions slow processing 

(de Vega, 1995).

– Attention follows the main character; spills over 
onto “nearby” objects (Bower & Morrow, 1990; Morrow et 

al., 1987; Glenberg et al., 1987).



Event Indexing

• Modeling Time:
– Temporal markers make preceding information 

less accessible.  (Zwaan, 1996)

– Accessibility depends on “recency”
• E.g., flashbacks.  (Claus & Kelter, 2006; Kelter et al., 2006)

– Temporal Iconicity:
• Assume that events took place in the same order they 

were described.
• Unless the text explicitly indicates otherwise.
• Or:  a pre-existing schema indicates otherwise.



Event Indexing
• Modeling Time:  violating iconicity changes 

the neurophysiological response to a 
sentence.

(Munte et al., 1998)



Event Indexing

• Modeling Protagonists
– Comprehenders adopt protagonists’ point of view.
• “visible” objects are more accessible.  (Horton & Rapp, 2003)

– Comprehenders model characters’ emotional 
states and personalities.
• And use that to assess plausibility of described events.
• E.g., spaghetti story (Peracchi & Obrien, 2004)



Event Indexing

• Modeling Motivation
– Comprehenders track characters’ goals.
– Goal status (satisfied or thwarted) affects contents 

of working memory.  (Suh & Trabasso, 1993)

• And this affects probe-reaction time.



Causation

• Modeling Causation
– Causal coherence vs. cohesion

“It was a sunny day on the hill.  Hills are higher than 
valleys.  The central valley contains a number of 
interesting museums.  Museums often have 
antique weapons.  Weapons of mass destruction 
are a threat to security.  Linus’ security blanket 
needs washing.”



Causation

• Modeling causation:
– 1.  Is this statement a cause of events that occur 

later in the story?
– 2.  Is this statement a consequence of events that 

occurred earlier in the story?

– Necessity in the circumstances:
• A causes B if, in the circumstances of the story, B would 

not have occurred if A had not occurred.



Causation
• Stories can be described as networks of causal 

connections.
• Discovering causal connections allows 

comprehenders to answer why questions.
• Propositions on the central causal chain are 

remembered better than other propositions. 
Causal status is used to manage the contents of 
working memory.
– Causal status trumps recency and semantic 

associations.
• Thus, current state strategy.

(Fletcher, 1986; Fletcher & Bloom, 1988; Fletcher et al., 1990; Wolfe et al., 
2005)



Causation

• HIGH:  Timmy’s brother punched him again 
and again.

• MEDIUM:  Timmy was riding his bicycle.
• LOW:  Timmy went over to his friend’s house 

to play.

The next day his body was covered in bruises.



Causation
• Reading time is a straight-line function of 

causal coherence:  
– high faster than medium faster than low.

• Memory is an upside-down u-shaped function 
of causal coherence.
– Medium coherence higher than low and high 

coherence.
– A kind of depth-of-processing effect.
– Explicit elaboration task è equal memory across 

conditions.
(Keenan et al., 1984; Duffy et al., 1990; Myers et al., 1987)



General World Knowledge

• Knowledge effects:
– Story structure
– Inference-generation
– Situation Models



General World Knowledge

• Story Grammars
– Vary across cultures (e.g., Bartlett, 1932)

– Lead to story elaborations.
– Lead to expectations for specific orders.   (Mandler & 

Goodman, 1982)

• Characters and settings first
• Episodes:  oldest to newest
• Causal structure

– Affects memory for stories.



General World Knowledge

• Schemas:  structured knowledge about the world.
– Supports inference generation

Susan and Bill went into the restaurant, sat down, and 
ordered lunch.

Susan dropped her fork…They paid the check and left.



General World Knowledge
• Building situation models:  Structure mapping 

and focus theory.    (Tony Sanford & Simon Garrod)

– Texts are instructions on how to build situation 
models.

– Texts activate situation-specific background 
knowledge, and focus attention.

– If inappropriate information is out of focus, 
comprehenders may not notice it.



General World Knowledge

• Structure Mapping and Focus:  The Moses 
Illusion.

– Q:  How many animals of each type did Moses 
bring on the ark?



General World Knowledge

• Structure Mapping and Focus:  Moses Illusion.
– A:  Zero.  It was Noah.
– But:  many people answer “two.”
– And:  Q:  Where should we bury the survivors?
– A:  In their home countries;  The survivors should 

be buried where their relatives wish.
– World Knowledge can trump lexical 

representations.
– But:  Focusing attention on the “oddball” 

decreases the Moses illusion.



General World Knowledge

• Other discourse effects on semantic 
plausibility:
– Normally, the peanut was salted makes more 

sense than the peanut was in love.
– A cartoon context reverses the normal behavioral 

response.
– AND cartoon context reverses the 

neurophysiological (ERP) response.

(Nieuwland & van Berkum, 2006)



Structure Mapping and Focus

• Effects of focus
– Slower reading times
– Better memory
– Faster probe-recognition times

(Singer, 1976; Cutler & Fodor, 1979; Birch et al., 2000)



Structure Mapping and Focus

• Focus operators
– Syntax:  e.g., subject position
– Spoken stress
– Indefinite determiners
• So this guy walks into a bar with a parrot on his 

shoulder…



Memory Based Text Processing

• General memory processes explain how 
comprehenders respond to texts.
– Primacy effects
– Recency effects

• Resonance:
– Information in long-term memory responds 

automatically to retrieval cues in working memory.
• Depending on strength of association.

• Contrasts with:  search for meaning hypothesis.



Memory Based Text Processing
• Readiness
– Explicitly mentioned concepts will be “pre-

activated” via association.
– Association can be
• Pre-existing:  as in semantic network theory.
• Created by a text:  as when Susan and Jane discuss Ted 

in a story.

(McKoon et al., 1996; Gerrig & McKoon, 1998)



Memory Based Text Processing

• Inference Generation:  Minimal Inference:  
Inferences are drawn when
– They are necessary to maintain coherence.
– Based on “quickly and easily available” information.

– The woman stirred her coffee.  Does not activate 
“spoon.”

– The delicate vase fell off the high shelf.  Does not 
activate “broke.”

(McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992)



Memory Based Text Processing
• Evidence Against Minimal Inference
“Valerie left early for the birthday party/Valerie 

left the birthday party early.
She checked the contents of her purse.  She 

backed out of the driveway.  She headed north 
on the freeway.  She exited at Antelope Drive.  
She spent an hour at the shopping mall.”

Test :  Birthday parties invovle presents.
(Singer, 1993; Singer et al., 1994)



Neural Basis of Discourse 
Comprehension

• Neurophysiological (ERP) effects:  The N400
– Isolated words produce larger N400 effects than the 

same words in discourse.
– Contextual plausibility modulates the N400.
– Violations of background knowledge modulate the 

N400.
• Neurophysiological effects:  the P600
– Coherence violations increase the P600 response.

(Burkhardt, 2007; van Petten, 1995; Kutas et al., 2006; van Berkum et al., 
2003)



Indefinite Article Condition
A grandmother sat at a table.  
A child played in a backyard.  
A mother talked on a 

telephone.
A husband drove a tractor.  
A grandchild walked up to a 

door.  
A little boy pouted and acted 

bored.

Definite Article Condition
The grandmother sat at the 

table. 
The child played in the 

backyard. 
The mother talked on the 

telephone. 
The husband drove the tractor.
The grandchild walked up to 

the door. 
The little boy pouted and 

acted bored.

Neural Basis of Discourse 
Comprehension 

(Robertson et al., 2000)



Neural Basis of Discourse 
Comprehension 



Neural Basis of Discourse Comprehension 

(Mason & Just, 2004)

Activated voxels in each hemisphere for high, medium, and low 
coherence sentence-pairs.



• Insight experiences (similar to inferences): right 
hemisphere activity correlated with “aha” 
experiences.

Neural Basis of Discourse Comprehension 

(Jung-Beeman et al., 2004)



Neural Basis of Discourse Comprehension

“This is very rewarding but tends to be quite 
expensive even if you own all you need.  The 
outfit does not really matter.  One can get 
seriously injured without proper instruction even 
if it comes more naturally to some people than 
others.  Some don’t like the smell or the lack of 
control…”

• +/- Title
(St. George et al., 1999)



Neural Basis of Discourse Comprehension

(St. George et al., 1999)



• Left hemisphere regions support discourse 
processing; coherence-establishing processes.
– “Theory of mind” stories engage LH regions.  

(Fletcher et al., 1995; Mason et al., 2008)

– Causal inferences engage LH regions.  (Kuperberg et al., 
2006)

• “Timmy” sentence pairs.

Neural Basis of Discourse Comprehension



Widespread 
LH activity greater for
medium-coherence
sentence pairs than
high- or low-coherence
pairs.

Neural Basis of Discourse Comprehension

(Kuperberg et al., 2006)



Review
• 1.  The goal of discourse comprehension is to build a 

mental representation of the situation the text 
describes.

• 2.  Comprehenders build intermediate-stage mental 
representations
• including surface form and text-base representations

• 3.  General-purpose cognitive processes manage the 
activation of concepts
– including enhancement and suppression

• 4.  Comprehenders track multiple dimensions of events
– including space, time, protagonists, causation, and 

motivation
• 5.  Both right and left-hemisphere brain regions 

support discourse comprehension processes.


